Dear guests of Regenbogenfabrik,
Before your stay with us, please note:
Duty to vaccination:
There is a mandatory vaccination for hotels and hostels (2G).
The vaccination status must be digitally verifiable via a QR code. You do not need an app but a
vaccination pass without digital code alone is no longer sufficient.
Children under the age of 18 don’t have to be fully vaccinated or recovered. A school pass is their
legitimation if they are tested regular in school. Otherwise a test (not older than 24h, pcr-tests 48h) is
necessary.
However, please note that we cannot accommodate you with Covid-19 symptoms.
Until further notice, our rooms may be occupied by unlimited people foreign households.
But in order to meet the need for more infectious safety, we now always offer our shared rooms as a
single room (depends on availability).
Bookings and cancellations: Both old and new bookings can be cancelled at any time free of charge,
in accordance with the nationwide conditions pertaining to valid travel and movement. Should your
travel plans change or new regulations come into force, you will not lose out from having made a
booking.
Prices: Due to the increased effort required in these times and the limited occupancy we are allowed
to offer, we have slightly increased and simplified our prices. We thank you for your understanding.
Hygiene during your stay: Our cleaning regimen, ever stringent, has been upgraded once more in
response to Corona. In particular, the common areas are disinfected three times per day. There is
sufficient soap and disinfectant provided in the bathrooms, toilets and the guest kitchen.
While we do ask you to please make sure to maintain a distance of 1.5m from others, and to wear a
ffp2-mask in commons areas and halls, we would also like to emphasise that we remain a place
where people can meet and enjoy friendly hospitality. Our spacious green courtyard is the perfect
place to get to know each other and relax during your stay. We would like to encourage you to
continue to exchange ideas and perspectives with one another and with us, even in these isolated
times – especially in these times.
Breakfast: We are happy to be allowed to offer you the frankly delicious common area breakfast
buffet of bygone times. However, we need to make “breakfast appointments” to avoid hungry
queues in the morning. The guest kitchen can still be used and is disinfected several times a day.
Experiences and activities: Museums, cultural institutions, parks and restaurants are open again and
can be visited easily with 2G and some planning. If you still feel more like exploring the city outdoors,
we would be happy to arrange qualified city guides for tours on foot or by bike.
We are here for you! The most important thing we leave till last: We are very much looking forward
to meeting you, and we are there to answer any questions you might have before, during and after
your stay! 😊

